2-1/16” GAUGES-SHORT SWEEP AIRCORE
All NVU short sweep aircore gauges feature rugged movements, shielded metal
cases and incandescent lighting. Dial lighting may be perimeter lit (around the
dial) or backlit (through the dial). Studded connections require a #6 ring
terminal. Always use the proper, matching senders for each gauge. NVU
senders for pressure and temperature, factory or aftermarket fuel senders for
fuel.
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Follow proper terminal crimping
procedures for a good
connection. A bad crimp is the
number one cause of gauge
issues and the most difficult to
diagnose due to an intermittent
problem.
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WIRING MULTIPLE GAUGES
Above is an example of wiring a grouping of gauges together. The number one
thing to remember is to commonize the basic 3 connections (power, ground,
lights) and then run the sender wires. To simplify things even further, you can
jump the lamp ground to the gauge ground. Use a minimum of 20 gauge
stranded automotive grade wire.
Wire the lighting to the stock dash lights unless you are using LED bulbs, then
wire them to the parking lamp circuit. An LED dimmer will be required to dim
LED lights.
When installing, you must use the matching senders provided by NVU. OE
senders for pressure and temperature will not operate the gauges properly. You
may use an OE sender for fuel level when using a matching gauge. See chart
next page for more information on OE sender ranges

SENDERS AND SIGNALS

Senders are the part of the gauge system that send a signal to the gauge to be
read, and then displayed on the dial face. There are 4 types of senders,
resistance bases pressure, temperature and level (fuel), voltage input pressure
transducers, and pulsed speed inputs.
TEMPERATURE SENDERS Signal type is resistance to ground. Resistance
DECREASES as temperature rises. All NVU Phoenix temperature gauges use
a High-Match temperature sender. The sender will read between 450-500
ohms at room temperature. Both low and high read gauges use the same
sender.
PRESSURE SENDERS are resistance to ground signal. All NVU pressure
senders are 240-33 ohm, 0-100 PSI regardless of the pressure range.
PRESSURE TRANSDUCERS Send a voltage signal to the gauge to be read.
Typically a linear .5V-4.5V signal can be read by any transducer gauge. There
are typically 3 wires to the transducer, signal, ground and 5V power (from the
gauge or module).
FUEL LEVEL SENDERS are also resistance to ground. A float arm rotates on
a rheostat in the fuel tank and changes the resistance as the float arm moves.
This is also available in a tube type sender. The ranges can be various
depending on the OE manufacturer. You ALWAYS need to match the fuel
gauge to the sender. NVU offers a universal fit 240-33 ohm and 0-90 ohm unit
for aftermarket applications. The senders are universal and mount from the top
of the tank and have a universal 5-hole flange. These are not intended to
replace the stock sender for the tank which was specially manufactured for that
tank size/shape/orientation. Use a stock ender if at all possible to make things
easier on yourself.
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THANK YOU
Thank you for choosing NVU products. We strive to provide the finest quality
and designed products available on the market.
TECH SUPPORT
DO NOT contact the retailer for tech/installation assistance. The retailer will not
have the technical expertise to know the contents of the kit or the nuances of
installing in your specific vehicle. We are here to help!
Contact NVU directly, our qualified installation technicians have the knowledge
of the product and its installation to help you get going right away.
If you need technical assistance please feel free to call us at 248.850.5482 or
email us at service@newvintageusa.com

NVU 5-YEAR WARRANTY
Service can be obtained during the normal warranty period by contacting New
Vintage and obtaining a Return Authorization Number (RZA#). New Vintage will
repair or replace any item found to be defective and return ship to no cost via
ground or post office services. Other shipping/international services will be
applied at additional cost. Buyer is responsible for shipping to New Vintage for
warranty repair. Return shipping will be the responsibility of the customer if the
product is found to be damaged or out of warranty. An RZA number must be
obtained and proper return/warranty form accompanied with the product.
MISSING ITEMS/RETURNS
Hey, we all make mistakes, no problem just give us a call if you believe that you
are missing something in the box. DO NOT CONTACT THE RETAILER, as
they will not have the complete packing list or the pertinent information to
properly help you. We will take care of it for you.
Missing items/returns must be processed within 15 days of end user receiving
the product. All returned must be shipped back to the place of purchase. Any
return shipping costs to New Vintage are the responsibility of the purchaser. An
RZA number must be obtained and proper return/warranty form accompanied
with the product. A restocking fee not to exceed 10% may be applied to items
that must be repackaged. Any item returned in a non-usable condition will be
returned or charged to the customer.
Missing items must be reported within 15 days of receiving the product. Items
found to be missing will be shipped via ground or postal service at no charge.
Expedited/international shipping options are available at an additional charge. It
is the policy of New Vintage to quickly replace any items that may be missing in
a timely manner but not to overnight or expedite shipping in any way at no cost.

